
Meet the Milan Snap iPhone 15 case – your passport to device-complimenting style that's photo-ready wherever you go.
Imagine a case that's not just about protection, but about making a statement. The Milan Snap brings the runway to your device with its 360-degree fashion inspired 
by nature and iridescent vibes. It's like giving your phone a fashion makeover that stands out in any crowd.

But fashion isn't just about looks – it's about con�dence. That's why the Milan Snap has been tested and proven to protect your phone from drops up to 13 feet (4 
meters). So, whether you're running errands or capturing picture-perfect moments, your phone stays safe.
Now, let's talk about the secret weapon behind its strength: Graphene. Infused with the strongest material on earth, the Milan Snap brings you unparalleled durability 
without compromising on style.
Of course, your day doesn't stop for charging, and neither should your style. MagSafe compatibility means you can juice up your phone with most wireless chargers 
without missing a beat. And the best part? The Milan Snap is designed to be as slim as it is protective, giving you a comfortable grip that lets you conquer the day 
with ease.

Eco-consciousness is also in vogue, with the Milan Snap crafted from up to 74% post-consumer recycled materials. It's a chic way to make a positive impact on the 
environment. Concerned about keeping your case fresh and clean? The Milan Snap has you covered with its antimicrobial treatment, fending o� odor-causing 
bacteria and microorganisms.
Elevate your phone with the Milan Snap – where fashion, protection, and functionality come together to create a statement piece that's always in style.
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Device-complimenting and photo-ready style

Introducing Milan Snap iPhone 15 case – your fashion-forward armor. With a 
360-degree fashion aesthetic inspired by nature, this case is designed to turn 
heads while protecting your device. Tested for drops up to 13 feet, Milan Snap 
blends style with durability through our innovative Graphene infusion. Stay 
charged with MagSafe compatibility, all in a slim design that's eco-friendly with 
up to 74% recycled materials. Embrace both style and hygiene with its antimi-
crobial treatment. Make a statement with Milan Snap – where protection meets 
runway-worthy fashion.

MilanTM Snap

1 Mil Std 810G 516.  2 Recycled material content is verified by an independent third party.  3 See ZAGG.com/grapheneFAQ for more details.
4 Contains an antimicrobial agent with properties built in to protect your case by inhibiting the growth of odor-causing bacteria and guarding against degradation from microorganisms

MagSafe
Compatible

• MilanTM Snap has been tested and proven to protect your phone from drops up to 13 feet (4 meters).1
• Inspired by nature and iridescent vibes, the Milan case oozes the style and fashion that its namesake implies.
• The same protection you expect, but now even thinner for the most comfortable feel in-hand.
• Compatible with MagSafe and charges with most wireless chargers.
• Made with up to 74% post-consumer recycled materials.2
• Contains antimicrobial properties to protect the case against odor-causing bacteria and guarding against
   degradation from microorganisms.4
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WARRANTY

COLOUR AND PART NUMBER

New iPhone (2023) 6.1” , 6.7”

MilanTM Snap Case

2 years

Iridescent : 702312656  |  702312658  |  702312657  |  702312659


